Violet Flame Laser Overview
Have you ever “spent” time with someone who left you feeling exhausted?
Or been in a location or area you felt a dissonance or negative energy?
The Violet Flame laser is a powerful tool to clear negativity and activate
energetic harmony.
It can be used personally, on others, and in any environment or on any
object.
The Violet Flame should always be used with an intention to create a safe
and positive environment for all parties concerned. 	
  

Benefits of using the Violet Flame
• Clears negative and dissonant residual energies.
• Clears negative thought forms that find their way into our mind and body.
• Creates an energetically harmonized balanced space.
• Clear entities, energetic disturbances and negative thought forms as well as
any residual or dark energies from:
-Homes, apartments and shared spaces.
-Real Estate property and Office spaces.
-Hotel Rooms, Class Rooms, Meeting Places.
-Food: Clears the energy of “fear and death”
from animal products.
-Water: Clears the collective memory of 10s
of 1000s of years of negative energy
potential stored in the water we drink.

-Hospitals, Hospice and Nursing Homes.
-Restaurants, bars and public bathrooms.
-Public Transportation, Automobiles, RV
and Motorcycles.
-Adults, Children, Pets and pet food.
-Used clothing, toys, electronics, and
other items purchased online or from
thrift stores.

The Violet Flame portable laser silently delivers Healing Frequencies of
Sound of Stars tracks embedded in the laser and the SOS tracks embedded
include:
1. Dispel Darkness—Invite the Light 1
2. Dispel Darkness—Invite the Light 2
3. Dispel Darkness Max 1
4. Dispel Darkness Max 2
5. Dispel Darkness Max 3
6. Dispel Darkness Max 4
7. Dispel Darkness Max 5
8. Dispel Darkness Max 6

9. Blockage Removal
10. Energy Balancer 1
11. Energy Balancer 2
12. Heart - Grief Stabilizer
13. Negativity Showered Away
14. Psychic Shield
15. Stimulate Heart and Mind

Also included are numerous LifeBEAT ®Digital Coherence algorithms
specifically designed to deal with Curses, Entities, Spiritual attachments,
Energy harmonization and Re-Alignment.
Available at: www.OnenessManor.com/violetflame
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  Warning: Do not point laser directly into eyes!	
  

